Year: 25 | Issu: 09
The record for Rajab & Moon Sighting Shaban 1431H
The Central Moon Sighting Committee of Great Britain hereby
announces that the month of Rajab 1431 was 29 days. Shaykh
Abdur Rahman Al Kalayya H.A. (The minister of Justice Affairs) and
Shaykh Ahmad Al Farsi, the in charge of the higher committee of
Justice department) had confirmed the news to Dr. Shaykh Saeed
Ahamd Inayatullah, the representative of The CMSC of G. Britain in
Saudi Arabia. He is a Shaikhul Hadith in Madrassah Saulatiyah in
Makkah Al Mukarramah and a trustee of The International Khatme
Nabuwat Movement at St.Georges Road in East London.
They
told him that on 12th July 2010, Monday evening the moon for
Sha'ban was sighted in the vicinity of Riyadh called “Shaqrah”. The
people who saw the moon they are trustworthy. After taking their
evidences in to account it is hereby confirmed that the 1st Shaban
1431 would be 13th July Monday. It is noted that the CMSC of
G.Britain has been announced the moon sighting dates for the last
25 years through Shaikh Dr. Saeed Inaytullah, who get confirmation
from justice department and related committees and passes it to us.
We The CMSC of G.Britain, all mosques committees and worshipers
from UK and Europe thank to Dr. Saeed Inaytullah for his generous
work. May Allah make his work beneficial for entire Muslim Ummah
and Muslim`s support for his works Aameen.
Attention: Some people who use `` Deoband`` for name sake
and yet they do not follows Deobandi Darul Ifat`s fatawa even not
Darul Ifta Deoband `s too! in fact they spread their own ;leading
people astray in this matter. With all their lies, another lie is that that
“Saudi Arabiyah announces the dates with Ummul Qura calendar”.
Everybody is aware of the fact that the Ummul Qura calendar is
made out for official purposes only. It got nothing to do with religious
affairs.
They mix up the `` Ummul Qura dates`` with the ``Rasmi dates``
which are based on naked eye sighting. Yet they knew that some
times both dates corresponds each other by chance. Like last
Jamada Al Thani 1431, the month was 29 days according to Ummul
Qura, but because moon was not sighted on that day, therefore it
was filled up with 30 days. Similarly it happened in the month of Last
Shaban. Their first dates was not corresponding each other.
Brothers and sisters please take care these people appears to be
Deobandi, but in reality they using the Deoband's name only
becouse Deobandi means ``The true followers of Prophet`s Sunnah
SAW. May Allah guide them. Aameen

An important announcement
Brothers and sisters in Islam
Assalamu Alaikum Wa Rahmatullah, Please note that ;
1.
Sometimes it happens that the announcement for
moon sighting from Riyadh comes on the air while Makkah or
Madinah or other parts of the country is not yet prayed Magrib salah.
Reason for that is: sunset in Riyadh is earlier than the Haramain
Sharifain. So it is obvious that moon can be seen in Riyadh earlier
than the other places. Therefore there is no scope for doubt about
the authenticity of sighting.
2.
The representative of Central Moon Sighting
Committee of Great Britain Maulana Dr. Saeed Inaytullah Makki had
Phone call meeting with minister of justice (Mahkama Ulya /The High
court) Shaykh Abdur Rahman Al- Kulyya H.A. on 29th Sha'ban 1431
regarding moon sighting issue. He affirmed that whenever the moon
is sighted they used the method of naked eye
sighting. Further more they used telescopes and
binoculars. Because they are connected to the
eyes. Like the glasses we use for reading. He
conformed that last month nobody from his
THE MONTH OF SHABAN HAD 29 DAYS
department went to any other country to discuss
the moon sighting issue. We have our own
system of moon sighting based on Shar'ee
th
criteria and note on new moon theory.
3.
You may remember that 22 years
ago in 1409H regarding the
rumours we
corresponded and then the answer sent by Hajj
ministry to Hizbul Ulama UK, we made copies
th
and distributed to the mosques and it is still in our
web-site`s home page as well, so please do not
get confused with rumours.
4.
Look at the clever way of
propagandists who follow the Jews and Mettonic
theory and ignore the Quran, Ahadith and Sunnah
of Prophet SAW with Sahabah RD and the
Fatawa of Darul Uloom Deoband & other
Deobandi muftiyane kiram ! they say that their
mission is prmote `` the Sunnah`` by calling
people try to sight the moon on the evening of 29th
of Sah'ban, even thought it is note possible to
st
sight by Mettonic calculation and therefore ``The
Shahadah``should note be exccepted ! Are
they on the prophet`s path SAW by saying people
to adopt Metton (431bc) & Yahoodi Rabbi Halil
2nd (358ce)`s path against Sirate Mustaqeem of
the prophet SAW? Why are they playing with the
sunnah of prophet (S.A.W) and use the name of
prophet`s Sunnah with the atantion of reject
Sharee testimony ?! It is clear that they follows
Sunnah acts (Sunnah: the practice of Prophet Muhammad SAW, emulation of which attains great reward)
Jew`s way instead of Rasulullah SAW &
1. To fast on the days of Yaum-e-Beadh these are the 13, 14 & 15 except during Ramadhan where fasting
Sahabah`s Sirate Mustaqeem, Please see
is obligatory for the whole month
related fatawa of this matter on our web site.
At last CMSC of G. Britain is appealing to all
Muslim Brothers and Sisters that please, stay
away from these propagandists & their lies and
make duaa for their guidance. AMEEN,
(The result of Ramzan 1431 moon sighting can
be seen in the Urdoo box here)

RAMADAN 1431 AH:

Duration: August-Suptember 2010

Ramadan 1431 AH Moon Sighting

First of RAMADAN 1431AH Commenced
on the evening of Tuesday 10 August 2010
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You can see “All New Fatawa” on our website
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